Contact us
Phone number
835
Send an e-mail to
ricevimento@hotelmarinetta.it

"A safe place for those who
need to chill out and want
to live a wellness day or for
those who are looking for a
complete check up"

MON-FRI: 15:00 - 19:00
SAT & SUN: 10:00 - 19:00

What we do
MASSAGES

Price list
Total Body 50' Massage

Who we are

Couple Massage 50' (price for 2)
Aromatic massage with essential oils 50'
Draining massage for the lower limbs 25'
Decontracting back massage 25'
Decontracting legs massage 25'

Here you can spend some relaxing
hours
with
our
wellness
programme.
Try
the
heated
hydromassage pool, the bio sauna
and the calidarium, or treat yourself
to a relaxing massage or a beauty
treatment.

Active purifying face treatment 50'
Facial treatment with vitamin C 50'
"Fire" body treatment with bandage 50'
Aesthetic Pedicure
Aesthetic Manicure
Groin waxing

69,00€
159,00€
79,00€
49,00€
49,00€
49,00€
49,00€
49,00€
69,00€
30,00€
30,00€
15,00€

Our Massages are rituals that aim to obtain
muscle relaxation in certain areas of the
body or a more general psychophysical wellbeing.
The aromatic massage with essential oils, for
example, thanks to a continuous, slow and
deep touch performs a relaxing action.
Others, such as the draining treatment, are
based on the rhythmic movement of the
hands, which are able to favour the normal
flow of the liquids.
At last, there are massages specifically
aimed to relieve muscle tension.
One of our clients' favourite massage is the
couple massage: relaxing and sensual.

TREATMENTS
The facial treatments can have an opacifying
action, useful to reduce the oily effect
typical of some kind of skins. This is the case
of the purifying active face treatment.
Others, like the vitamin C treatment is
useful to have a bright skin. The fire
treatment with bandage, instead, is the ideal
body treatment to correct any skin
imperfections due to cellulite thanks to its
incredible draining power.

